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Overview:
The Coca- Cola Company for the past 100 years has created many print and television
advertisements that reflect the historical mood of the time. In this study students will examine
print and video media and analyze the media for its message, artistic tools and connections to
historical time periods. The final product asks students to develop a print or video advertisement
for a modern day product. Their product should reflect some aspect of the social, economic or
political climate of today.
Objectives:
Students will be able to
• Analyze print and video advertisements of Coca- Cola from 1949-1999
• Draw connections between Coca-Cola advertisements and their knowledge of
historical time periods, which have been discussed throughout the year.
• Explain how the Coca-Cola advertisements illustrate globalization
• Investigate a current product and create a print or video advertisement that reflects
some aspect of the social, economic or political climate of today.
Essential Questions:
• How can the history of Coca- cola advertising be used to illustrate economic, political
and/or social events from 1950-1999?
• What connections can be made between Coca-Cola advertising and globalization today?
Materials eeded:
Internet Access
5 Lab tops, or iPads to show video images
Presentation software
Time Requirements
3 – 4 class periods
State Standards Connections:
USHG ERA 8 - Post-World War II United States (1945-1989

8.2 - Examine, analyze, and explain demographic changes, domestic policies, conflicts, and
tensions in Post- WWII America.
USHG ERA 9 - America in a new global age
9.1 - Explain the impact of globalization on the United States' economy, politics, society and role
in the world.
9.1.1 Economic Changes - Using the changing nature of the American automobile industry as a
case study, evaluate the changes in the American economy created by new markets, natural
resources, technologies, corporate structures, international competition, new sources and
methods of production, energy issues, and mass communication
Economic 3 - THE INTERNATIONAL ECONOMY
3.2 Economic Interdependence – Trade
Describe how trade generates economic development and interdependence and analyze the
resulting challenges and benefits for individuals, producers, and government.

Integrated GLCEs
AASL 2009 21st Standards 1.1.5 Evaluate information found in selected sources on the basis
of
accuracy, validity, appropriateness for needs, importance, and social and cultural context.
Technology 2005 Communication Tools - 2. use available technologies (e.g., desktop
conferencing, email,
groupware, instant messaging) to communicate with others on a class assignment or project (4)

Teacher, Student, Instructional and Supplemental Materials Resources
1. What are Primary Documents?
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysour
ces/
2. Fifty years of Coca-Cola advertisements,
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ccmphtml/index.html
3. Highlights in the History of Coca-Cola Television Advertising,
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ccmphtml/colahist.html
4. Beverage Industry: Celebrating 50 Years of
Service,http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ccmphtml/indsthst.html
5. Photograph Analysis Worksheet (optional)
http://www.archives.gov/education/lessons/worksheets/photo_analysis_worksheet.pdf

6. Motion Picture Analysis Worksheet (optional)
http://www.archives.gov/education/lessons/worksheets/motion_picture_analysis_worksheet.pdf

Lesson plan Procedures
Step One - Handout the night before an article from Jack Hayes about the inventor of CocaCola, John Pemberton and the history of the company
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ccmphtml/colainvnt.html
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attach the following comprehension questions to the article.
What was Dr. John Pemberton’s occupation?
What purposes was Coca-Cola originally sold for?
List the other people involved in making Coca-Cola a successful product?
Explain what Mr. Goizueta meant when he said “We were global when global wasn’t
cool”?
Evaluate what you think Coca-Cola company’s biggest
obstacle is today in continuing its role as a leader of the
beverage market?

Step Two– The Hook: Have a print advertisement from the first
years of the company.
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ccmphtml/ccimages/1900P2.jpg,
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ccmphtml/colatime1.html
Ask the entire class to analyze the picture.
The following guiding questions can be used.
• What type of people is Coca-Cola marketing toward in this
print?
• What is Coca-Cola proposing Cola-Cola will do for you?
• What time period do you think this advertisement is drawn
from?
• What are your clues?
Step Three - Go over the homework questions.
Step Four – Discuss the Essential questions of the lesson with the students. Emphasizing that
that this activity will ask them to draw from prior knowledge of the historical time periods
discussed during the semester. Next, practice with your students using this 1949 print
advertisement.
This advertisement reflects the growth in travel with the birth of the
Federal Highway Act, along with people’s desire to travel and take
vacations after WWII. The verbal message “Along the Highway to
Anywhere” reflects the optimism and endless opportunities available
to Americas after the war.

http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ccmphtml/colatime3.html
Use the following guided questions.
•
•
•
•
•
•

List out all the images you see in the picture.
What is the message that Coca-Cola wants you to understand?
What artistic and/or verbal tools do they use to help relay their message?
Evaluate how effective they are in carrying out that message in this print
What time period do you think this print comes from?
Explain why you think this print is from a certain time period, draw from specific
historical events that we studied to defend your answer.

Step Five: Have students organize into 7 stations. Students rotate through each station. The
teacher should keep time, giving each group 10 minutes to complete each station.
Station One – Stop Motion, Video recording from between 1954-1956. This recording reflects
the new advertising techniques as television was becoming a popular medium as well as the new
bottling techniques. Students can also make connections to the suburban lifestyle that is
developed in the 1950’s.

To Access video click on the first frame.

Guided Questions students will complete at their station.
• Explain what is happening in this film
• What is the message that Coca-Cola wants you to understand?
• What artistic and/or verbal tools do they use to help relay their message?
• Evaluate how effective they are in carrying out that message in this video
• What time period do you think this print comes from?
• Explain why you think this video is from a certain time period, draw from specific
historical events that we studied to defend your answer.

Station Two – Print from 1963, “Things Go better with Coke”,
reflective of Kennedy’s Space pledge and program to be the first
nation to the Moon, during the Space Race with the Soviet Union.
You could also make a loose tie that by 1963 the Civil rights

movement is in full swing and that the slogan, Things Go better with Coke could reflect the
attitude that American want things to go better with the nation and that drinking Coke can be part
of that.
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ccmphtml/colatime4.html
Guided Questions students will complete at their station.
• List out all the images you see in the picture.
• What is the message that Coca-Cola wants you to understand?
• What artistic and/or verbal tools do they use to help relay their message?
• Evaluate how effective they are in carrying out that message in this print
• What time period do you think this print comes from?
• Explain why you think this print is from a certain time period, draw from specific
historical events that we studied to defend your answer.

Station Three – Polar Bears Video from 1993, reflecting new animation techniques with the
birth of more advanced computer software, and continuing the theme that Coke brings people
together. By 1993 the Cold War has ended and there was national feeling that we can embark on
a World that can “all get along”.

To Access video click on the first frame.
Guided Questions students will complete at their station.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explain what is happening in this film
What is the message that Coca-Cola wants you to understand?
What artistic and/or verbal tools do they use to help relay their message?
Evaluate how effective they are in carrying out that message in this video
What time period do you think this print comes from?
Explain why you think this video is from a certain time period, draw from specific
historical events that we studied to defend your answer.

Station Four – Mean Joe Greene video from 1979. This was a very popular ad that sparked an
international ad campaign that featured popular football (soccer) stars from their given country.
The message of this film was based on the Coca-Cola’s slogan “"Have a Coke and a Smile”.
The historical connection reflects the late 1970’s with the birth of the self-help movement and
the need to feel good about yourself. In addition, the Watergate scandal and the results of the

Vietnam War left people to be less concerned about politics and more about how to make
themselves happy. Other social themes are portrayed in America’s love of football, beloved
football stars as well as America’s love affair with the David and Goliath concept.

To Access video click on the first frame.
Guided Questions students will complete at their station.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explain what is happening in this film
What is the message that Coca-Cola wants you to understand?
What artistic and/or verbal tools do they use to help relay their message?
Evaluate how effective they are in carrying out that message in this video
What time period do you think this print comes from?
Explain why you think this video is from a certain time period, draw from specific
historical events that we studied to defend your answer

Station Five – “Look Up America” campaign, began after the Watergate Scandal and the
Vietnam defeat and in anticipation of the bicentennial in 1976. As you can see both films try to
emphasize to American’s all the things that make this country great. The first add contains a
poem that attempts to cheer up American and each print contains a calendar so that you can post
this advertisement on your refrigerator.

http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ccmphtml/colatime4.html

Guided Questions students will complete at their station.
• List out all the images you see in the picture.
• What is the message that Coca-Cola wants you to understand?
• What artistic and/or verbal tools do they use to help relay their message?
• Evaluate how effective they are in carrying out that message in this print
• What time period do you think this print comes from?
• Explain why you think this print is from a certain time period, draw from specific
historical events that we studied to defend your answer.
Station Six - The Hilltop Video, from 1971 “I'd Like to Buy the World a Coke” is the slogan.
This film emphasizes Coca-Cola’s international appeal at a time when the American government
was involved in several international events, Vietnam, opening of China to the West, SALT talks
and a better working relationship with the Soviet Union. The message was that Coke can
transcend boundaries and bring us together. Also this campaign was created to continue CocaCola’s global appeal and build a bigger sales market. I would definitely provide the lyrics to the
song as a supplement and the article about the vision of the creative director is interesting
reading and can help you with further detail if desired.
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ccmphtml/colaadv.html

To Access video click on the first frame.

Song Lyrics:
I'd like to buy the world a home and furnish it with love,
Grow apple trees and honey bees, and snow white turtle doves.
I'd like to teach the world to sing in perfect harmony,
I'd like to buy the world a Coke and keep it company.
[Repeat the last two lines, and in the background:]
It's the real thing, Coke is what the world wants today
Guided Questions students will complete at their station.
•
•
•
•
•

Explain what is happening in this film
What is the message that Coca-Cola wants you to understand?
What artistic and/or verbal tools do they use to help relay their message?
Evaluate how effective they are in carrying out that message in this video
What time period do you think this print comes from?

•

Explain why you think this video is from a certain time period, draw from specific
historical events that we studied to defend your answer

Station Seven – First Experience created in 1999 "Coca-Cola. Enjoy”,. The film compares a
boy’s first sip of Coca-Cola to something as wonderful “he hopes” to a first kiss of a girl. The
film is shot in Ouarzazat, Morroco, using villagers from the town. The slogan “Coca-Cola.
Enjoy” was meant to make people all over the world feel that Coca-Cola was a special treat that
all could enjoy and afford. The film makes the audience feel that by indulging in Coca-Cola you
were adding something special and almost magical to your life. The film also reflects CocaCola’s global reach and desire to expand to all markets including very remote far away places, in
essence the effects of globalization. In addition, Coca-Cola’s creation of the film in Morocco,
using local villagers rather than a set and actors illustrates the new age of using local talent,
filming on location as a result of cheaper and/or more accessible transportation, equipment and
labor costs.

To Access video click on the first frame.
Guided Questions students will complete at their station.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explain what is happening in this film
What is the message that Coca-Cola wants you to understand?
What artistic and/or verbal tools do they use to help relay their message?
Evaluate how effective they are in carrying out that message in this video
What time period do you think this print comes from?
Explain why you think this video is from a certain time period, draw from specific
historical events that we studied to defend your answer

Assessment
Students will develop a print or video advertisement that reflects the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The print or video must illustrate some elements of the current social, political and/or
economic climate of today
A creative slogan must be included
The video needs to be a minimum of 45seconds and max of 11/2 minutes
The print add must be in color and be of high quality- no clip art
The product chosen must be appropriate and approved by the teacher
Students will work in groups of 2-3 people

Roles:
•
•
•

Videographer/Designer – Your role will be to film the video and complete any
editing if necessary.
Copy/ Slogan Creation – Your role will be to develop the writing for the
advertisement and be the lead in developing the slogan.
Team Leader – Your role will be to make sure that the information developed
reflects a social, political and/or economic perspective.

*All students need to work together to decide on a product to promote, be actively
involved in creating and acting in the video or designing the print advertisement. In
addition, all group members must work together to develop a social, political, and/or
economic perspective.

Extensions

Using the Coca-Cola site http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ccmphtml/colahist.html, have
students read the article about the history of Coca-Cola advertising and the D’Arcy
Agency. Next, they could create a paper explaining the history of advertising and the
evolution of new techniques today, i.e. the power of the internet and social media in
advertising.
Another option would be to read the article about the history of the bottling industry.
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/ccmphtml/indsthst.html
This article would prompt an interest in looking into today’s bottling industry. Students
could make a questionnaire/polling and discover what types of bottles people in their
school prefer – aluminum, plastic, glass. Students could also write an article examining
whether plastic bottles are safe?

Rubric for the
project

Exemplary

Meets Standard

Basic
Needs Support
Understanding

Quality of
Content

The content in the
product is detailed,
clear and a welldeveloped slogan
is created
Connection to the
current social,
political and/or
economic climate
of today is clear
and well-developed
for the product

All requirements
are included but
more
development is
needed
Connection to the
current social,
political and/or
economic climate
of today is
included but
lacking
development or
accuracy

Cooperation

The product shows
that all members
shared equally in
the responsibilities
of the product

The product
shows that all
members
contributed but
responsibilities
were not shared
equally

One or more
elements was
not included
or very
undeveloped
A connection
to the current
social, political
and/or
economic
climate of
today is made
but inaccurate
or grossly
undeveloped
product shows
that some
members
completed
more of the
work which
affected the
quality of the
product

Roles

You completed
your role above
and beyond the
requirements

The completion
of your role
reflects the
requirements

Connection to
Current Events

Not all areas
of your role
were
completed or
undeveloped

The product is
incomplete with
little content
complete.
Little or no
connection to
the current
social, political
and/or economic
climate of today
is made

The product
shows that
members did not
work together
and that it
affected the
quality of the
product.

Very few areas
of your role were
illustrated in the
product
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